Our products are made from certified fabrics
created using the finest materials available to ensure
our garments are of the best possible standard for
comfort, quality and wearability
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
THAT RUNS IN THE
FAMILY

O

ur business has evolved over
three decades, exploring new
designs and materials, expanding
into diverse new markets and
embracing innovative new technologies. The
one thing that has never changed is our simple
devotion to the craft of making our pyjamas. It
is, after all, what we are known for in discerning
stores and homes across the world. It is what has
made BIP BIP the most trusted company in our
sector; and it’s what will ensure that the name
continues to be synonymous for centuries to
come, for the finest Italian fibres and fabrics such
as pure cottons and linens. It is this unwavering
pursuit of quality that has made our signature
marque one of excellence in Italy and beyond.
Our customers have grown to trust that what
they are buying is something that has been made
to the highest standards possible, from the finest
materials available, and importantly by the best
craftspeople in their field. After all we all spend
more time in our pyjamas asleep in bed than in
our suits!
BIP BIP is an Italian company with a global
footprint. We reach our customers in their

bedrooms in homes all over Italy, through a
network of over 400 stores and also via our
bespoke services and private labels which we
create entire ranges for.
We are very proud of what we have achieved
since 1974, and we plan to achieve a great deal
more, and reach even further. Our business has
always been one of innovation – in our weaving
technology, in our design, and in our approach
to business.
This profile is a portrait of the company which
we have created, and a snapshot of its present
and future vision. Within these pages we explore
our position, explain the production processes
and creative approaches at the heart of our
business, and set out the company’s principles,
our mission and strategy as we embark on the
next chapter.
We are proud to tell our wonderful story, but
we have even more to look forward to, while we
expand our product offering into new exciting
fields, keeping our conversation between the
designer and our manufacturers as a priority…
to relay our customers’ style, demands and
interests.
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DIVE INTO BED
Our customers have grown to trust that what they are buying is something
that has been made to the highest standards possible, from the finest materials
available, and importantly by the best craftspeople in their field. After all we
all spend more time in our pyjamas asleep in bed than in our suits!
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THE TIMELESS CLASSIC

AMBIZIONE, CONQUISTA,
FASHION & HOMEWEAR
This range encapsulates 3 product lines which are part of the BIPBIP brand and distributed through the BIPBIP
network. Our products in this range are the back bone to the entire business and each of the 3 collections has over
120 products, with many colour variants to ensure fresh designs, diversity, and personal choice.
The core of these pieces are naturally our signature pyjamas, and there are of course classic mens’ night-shirts,
dressing-gowns, track suits – top and bottoms.

CONQUISTA
These pyjamas come in at an entry-level price point
and the product we have created addresses a strong
commercial mens’ offering. The price point also reflects
the clean, clear and concise designs we have selected for
these specific products.

AMBIZIONE
This range scales up from the Conquista, and also
includes night-shirts, dressing-gowns and track pants all
made out of cotton jerseys, jacquards, chintz (chenille),
piquet cottons, cotton poplin, brushed cotton flannel,
and crisp Egyptian cotton. The styles are classic with a
modern twist.

FASHION
For this more up-to-the-minute range of pieces, we use
the same range of textiles, carefully selected for their
quality and versatility, and create a look and style of
garment to suit a younger, urban Metrosexual guy, like
David Beckham or Jude Law.
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LIMITED COLLECTIONS, INFINITE PASSION

NOVATI
The independent signature of NOVATI, is specifically created for the chic man-about-town.
In this young, top of the range line, he can enjoy the extra luxury of monogramming his
nightwear to ensure it always stays by his side, and doesn’t get acquired by his best friend! It’s
also the kind of nightwear she would steal for its luxurious textures and soft fabrics.
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BEDTIME CUDDLES

FAMILY & KIDS
The range of bed and leisurewear for family, juniors and kids is a fun collection for boys and
girls and the whole family – they can be all matching or not! The pieces are made out of
high quality fabrics as is the signature of BIPBIP, and they have all-over patterns and designs
which leave a bit of space to have fun and let go. There can’t be anything better than all
jumping into your pyjamas to settle down on the sofa by the open fire, for some quality time.
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SIMPLY ELEGANT

BONJOUR ET
BONNE NUIT
BIP BIP recently launched their very own range Bon Jour et Bonne Nuit, offering a
completely fresh take on sleepwear for women, men and kids.
Bon Jour et Bonne Nuit is a casual-chic collection which stands for simplicity in cut
and colour, and a certain way of life. Classic stripes, checks and bold colours, have been
intentionally chosen for their vintage appeal and the looks of these pieces recall an iconic
style of classic pyjamas. Once again they are all Made in Italy of 100% cotton dyed yarn,
flannel and poplin, and come as tops, vests, nightshirts, shorts and trousers.
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PRIVATE LABEL

HOTEL & SPA
Our private label: enter into our world. This
sector of our business once again reflects to best
of the Made in Italy, giving the private label for
our corporate clients a completely personalised
and competitive service. We study the design,
the fabric selection, the quality control and we
complete the service with branded packaging
and our very own delivery and logistics service.
With a really short turn-around, we create
complete collections to handle an exclusive
requirement, as we have all the materials and
supplies at hand in our production head offices.

An entire range of designs and concepts can be
provided under this heading, to create a private
label collection to any particular specification.
Products can be created for a brand to be at the
cutting edge of fashion, or to be an international
trend setter. We can also create a range to be in
line with a specific brand identity and corporate
life of a big fashion label. With our experience
of having worked with many important
international brands of the world, our know-how
has given us the flexibility to understand, adjust
and develop ranges suited to any requirements –
big or small.
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CONTACT
+39 0331 274126
HOME@BIPBIP.IT
@BIPBIPPIGIAMI
@CREAZIONIBIPBIPSRL
BIPBIPSRL
HEADQUARTERS: VIA PER GALLARATE, 50 - 21010 BESNATE (VA) ITALY
REGISTERED OFFICE: VIA LIBERTÀ, 21 - 21010 BESNATE (VA) ITALY

A BRAND IS NO LONGER WHAT
WE TELL THE CONSUMER IT IS.
IT IS WHAT CONSUMERS TELL
EACH OTHER ABOUT IT.

Did you know?
The word pyjamas (n.) dates back to 1800 and who would have thought that the word for our
cosy night clothes came all the way from East Asia? The word pyjamas derives from the Persian
and Urdū pāë, meaning foot or leg, and jāmah meaning clothing.
This somewhat dated definition describes the word as ‘loose drawers or trousers, usually of silk
or cotton, tied round the waist, worn by both sexes in Turkey, Iran, India, etc., and adopted
by Europeans

and so to bed…
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